Low Complexity Energy Management Strategy for grid profile smoothing of a Residential Grid-Connected Microgrid using Generation and Demand Forecasting
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Abstract

This paper presents the design of an energy management strategy based on a low complexity Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) for grid power profile smoothing of a residential grid-connected microgrid including Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and battery Energy Storage System (ESS). The proposed energy management strategy uses generation and demand forecasting to anticipate the future behavior of the microgrid. According to the microgrid power forecast error and the Battery State-of-Charge (SOC) the proposed strategy performs the suitable control of the grid power minimizing fluctuations and power peaks in the power profile exchanged with the grid while keeping the energy stored in the battery between secure limits. A comparison with previous energy management strategies is presented at simulation level to highlight the advantages of the proposed strategy. Finally, the features of the new design are experimentally tested on a real residential microgrid implemented at the Public University of Navarre (UPNa, Spain) achieving a smooth grid power profile and a battery SOC center close to the 75% of the rated battery capacity.
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1. Introduction

The benefits that Renewable Energy Sources (RES) (e.g., photovoltaic, wind turbines…) have exhibited in the last years, such as reducing the fuel consumption and the Greenhouse Gases (GHG) emissions [1], have contributed to the development of Distributed Generation (DG) systems to become a competitive solution for future power systems (i.e., Smart Grids) [2], since they can produce electrical power with less environmental impacts, they are easy to install, and they are highly efficient with increased reliability [3,4]. However, the integration of the utility grid with DG systems in a distributed, efficient, and reliable manner without excessive investment still remains a challenge [5].

The Microgrid (MG) concept is a quite appealing alternative for overcoming the challenges to integrate Distributed Energy Resources (DER) units, including RES, into power systems [6,7], and they have emerged as an integral feature for the upcoming power systems shaped by the various Smart Grid initiatives [8–13]. In general, MGs are defined as low-voltage distribution network comprising loads, DG units, and Energy Storage System (ESS) (e.g., batteries, flywheels, ultra-capacitors…) that are capable of operating in both grid-connected and stand-alone modes [9,11]. The electrical connection of these elements constitute the MG power architecture which, in turn, can be connected to the mains at a single Point of Common Coupling (PCC) [10,14]. The Energy Management System (EMS) is the heart of the MG and is in charge to drive the controllable elements of the MG (i.e., those sources, loads, and storing elements which can be controlled) to reach a set of pre-defined goals depending on the operation mode [15].

In the case of stand-alone microgrids, where the MG is separated from the distribution network, the main goal of the EMS is keeping a reliable power supply to the customer, limiting the power output when necessary and sometimes using demand side management (DSM) techniques in order to avoid battery depletion [16,17]. In addition, when dispatchable power units are presented in the MG, another goal is usually to reduce operating costs by optimally scheduling the different dispatchable units in the system, using different optimization routines, as seen in [18–21].

However, in the case of grid-connected mode where this work focuses on, the grid, which can act as power source or a power sink, assures the reliable power supply to consumer. In this case, the EMS has to control the power flow among the MG elements to reach a set of predefined objectives such as minimizing the MG operating costs [22,23] or maximizing the revenues according to DG bids and electricity market price [15]. The energy management strategy design should take into account the MG power architecture and, in particular, the power management capability of the elements within the MG (i.e. which sources, loads and storage elements can be controlled). Once the power architecture and the predefined objectives are known, the energy management strategy design can be undertaken by applying different methods [4,6,8,24–28]. In this regard, there is a wide variety of works handling different scenarios in terms of power architectures, objectives, and methods.

For instance, in [29] an energy management strategy is designed using local prediction and local forecasting as well as Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) to control and extend the lifetime of an ESS included in a grid-connected MG with diesel and renewable generators. In [30] a predictive control technique is applied in a grid-connected MG to manage the ESS power to compensate hourly deviations based on a forecasted energy plan. Other studies consider scenarios with more degrees of freedom where the energy management strategy drives different storage elements (e.g., batteries, fuel cells…), controllable loads (e.g., electrical load management, heat pumps…) or a combination of both, as in [31–34], to carry out Demand Side Management (DSM) and Demand Response (DR) strategies, where the control methods used in those cases are usually sophisticated as Model Predictive Control (MPC) and, include both generation and demand forecasting as in [35,36].

Alternatively to these analytically-based control methods, Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) allows the implementation of the human’s heuristic knowledge about how to control a system [37,38] and has also been applied to the EMS design. For instance, in [39] a FLC-based EMS is designed to prioritize selling the additional electricity generated by RES and to maintain the battery State of Charge (SOC) above the 50% to extend the ESS lifetime, whereas in [40,41] a rule-based controller (i.e., FLC) is used in combination

with different optimization techniques to achieve an optimum energy cost and thermal comfort in grid connected microgrids.

From the literature review it can be noticed that most of the EMS designs for grid-connected mode, are focused on the MG economic profitability paying less attention on the resulting power profile exchanged between the MG and the grid. However, economic incentives and penalties set by grid operators are a reflection of technical issues such as line congestion or grid stability [42]. For this reason, this paper focuses directly on minimizing the fluctuations and power peaks of the power profile exchanged with the mains, as in [30,32,42–52]. Smoothing the grid power profile can be considered a suitable solution in a residential MG scenario, since it facilitates the grid operators control and, consequently, the penetration of RES into the distribution network. Moreover, the grid power profile control allows residential consumers to generate their own energy resulting in a decrease of the amount of energy consumed from the utility grid, thus, reducing their electricity bill [53]. In this regard, the studies developed in [32,34,42,44–51] focus on a very restrictive residential grid-connected microgrid with only a single controllable element (battery charger/inverter, see next section) and address the power profile control of the power exchanged with the mains.

The earliest approach to smooth the grid power profile was the use of the Simple Moving Average (SMA) filter with a window size of one day [44]. This filter splits the high- and low-frequency components of the net power (difference between the load and the generated power) of the MG which are respectively handled by the ESS and the mains. The main drawback of SMA filtering is the filter delay itself: for instance, if several consecutive days of high irradiance leading to a power delivery from the MG to the mains are followed by a cloudy day, the MG delivers to the grid more power than the power that would correspond to the new energy conditions. This situation would prevail until the window of the SMA filter is only filled with the values of the new conditions, which takes 24 hours. As a result, the ESS fall into over discharge and the system loss the control of the grid power who take the shape of the net power. For this reason, a second approach adds the battery SOC as an additional control loop [45] to keep the ESS between secure limits. The way of designing this control loop is based on simple analytical functions to limit the battery SOC variation, which parameters are heuristically adjusted. This way, the SOC range is preserved but at the expense of introducing high fluctuations in the grid power.

Taking advantage of the aforementioned heuristic approach, and with the aim of improving the grid power profile smoothness, several low-complexity FLC-based EMS detailed designs inspired in [45] were presented in [46,49,51] considering different input variables (i.e., control loops). Finally, an improved design of two inputs, one output low-complexity FLC of only 25 rules, experimentally validated in [47], led to a noticeable improvement in the grid power profile smoothness. The key factor of this improved design was to anticipate the MG future behavior by means of including the MG Energy Rate-of-Change (ERoC) (i.e., the derivative of SMA filter output) as an input of the FLC. This way, the grid power profile starts to be modified as soon as the MG power balance average value started to change. This enhanced behavior allowed a quick reaction of the energy management strategy against sudden MG energy changes to set the battery SOC close to the 75% of the rated battery capacity and to concurrently smooth the grid power profile. In fact, this new input mitigated the SMA delay effect.

In [42], making use of generation and demand forecast, the SMA filter is converted into a Central Moving Average (CMA). This way, the grid power profile is modified to meet the new MG energy state even before it occurs. This approach, however, is subject to the accuracy of the forecasted data. By means of using the cumulative forecasting error and the battery SOC the authors propose a control loop to limit the grid power fluctuations and to preserve the SOC within secure limits in front of forecasting errors. This strategy leads to a better grid profile with the same battery system. However, and as in [32], this control loop is based on analytical functions with parameters adjusted heuristically.

To improve the results obtained in [42], this paper propose a FLC-based EMS including generation and demand forecasting which anticipates the MG future behavior to smooth the power profile exchanged with the grid. As in [42], the FLC-EMS uses a CMA filter instead of SMA one to avoid making decisions based on the MG power balance of the preceding 24-hours. To limit the power fluctuations due to fore-
casting errors this work suggests a control loop based in two control blocks, namely: the first one is based on a low-complexity FLC design of two-input, one output, and 25 rules, which takes into account the power forecasting error and the battery SOC with the purpose of controlling the power delivered/absorbed by the mains. The second block is based on a battery SOC control, which modifies the grid power profile according to the 24-hours SOC average value.

The advantages of the proposed approach with respect to other energy management strategies lie in the simplicity of its implementation and the improvement of the grid power profile quality. In particular, the proposed design performs less SOC excursion range, less peak value of the power interchanged with the grid and less value of the maximum grid power derivative. A comparison with previous strategies is presented at simulation level, whereas the features of the proposed approach are validated in a real MG installed at Public University of Navarre (UPNa, Spain).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the residential MG configuration, the general control policy, and the performance indicators to quantify the power profile smoothing. The proposed FLC energy management strategy design is presented in Section 3. Section 4 details the simulation comparison results according to the performance indicators. In Section 5, the experimental validation of the proposed strategy is presented. Finally Section presents the main conclusions of this study.

2. Residential microgrid configuration and control policy

2.1. System description

The architecture under study is a residential grid-connected MG with a Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES), domestic load, and ESS as shown in Fig. 1. The HRES includes a Photovoltaic generator (PV) of 6 kW and a small Wind Turbine (WT) of 6 kW, the domestic AC load comprises typical electrical loads (e.g., electrical appliances, lighting ...) with a rated power of 7 kW, and the ESS involves a lead-acid battery bank with 72 kWh rated capacity [48].

From Fig. 1, on the supply side, \( P_{PV} \) and \( P_{WT} \) represent the photovoltaic and wind power generation, respectively; \( P_{BAT} \) represents the power delivered/absorbed by the battery; and, \( P_{GRID} \) represents the power delivered/injected by/to the mains. On the demand side, \( P_{LOAD} \) stands for the load power demand required by electric loads. In addition, the power variables shown in Fig. 1 are considered positive when the power flows according to the direction of the corresponding arrows. Therefore, \( P_{PV} \), \( P_{WT} \), and \( P_{LOAD} \) are always positive.
positive, whereas $P_{BAT}$ and $P_{GRID}$ are considered positive when the battery and the utility grid inject power to the MG. Conversely, $P_{BAT}$ and $P_{GRID}$ are considered negative when they absorb power from the microgrid.

The hybrid power converter used in this work (INGECON® Hybrid Inverter) includes a wind turbine power conversion module, a battery charger and photovoltaic power conversion module, and a bidirectional inverter-rectifier module for controlling the power exchanged with the grid. The battery charger has an internal active power control whereas the power inverter includes an active and reactive power control within it. As shown in Fig. 1, the energy management strategy concurrently provides the reference value of the active power of both converters (i.e., battery charger and inverter) and the reactive power of the inverter. In this regard, as the reactive power does not have associated energy, the bidirectional inverter-rectifier can supply all reactive power of the load as long as the apparent power does not exceed its the nominal value. In order to do that, the energy management strategy measures the reactive power of the load and gives it as reference value to the inverter-rectifier.

From the configuration shown in Fig. 1, the power exchanged with the grid is expressed as:

$$P_{GRID} = P_{LG} - P_{BAT},$$

where $P_{LG}$ is the MG net power, which is defined as the difference between load power demand, $P_{LOAD}$, and renewable power generation, $P_{GEN}$, as follows:

$$P_{LG} = P_{LOAD} - P_{GEN},$$

$$P_{GEN} = P_{PV} + P_{WT},$$

being $P_{GEN}$ the MG renewable power generation.

Note that the case under study assumes that PV and WT are working at Maximum Power Point (MPP) and the load power consumption is not controllable (i.e., $P_{LOAD}$, $P_{GEN}$, and $P_{LG}$ cannot be controlled). In contrast, the grid power profile, $P_{GRID}$, will be controlled by a bidirectional inverter-rectifier, whereas the battery charger will handle, if able to, the resulting battery power, $P_{BAT}$, according to (1) [47].

### 2.2. Control policy and power profile smoothness evaluation

The ESS is designed to balance the power demand with power generation as well as to store energy during high generation periods, which can be subsequently exploited to supply electricity during a period of high demand [8]. Therefore, the main goal of the energy management design is to control the power inverter-rectifier to concurrently preserve the battery SOC within secure limits and to “smooth” the power profile exchanged with the grid, i.e., minimizing the grid power fluctuations and grid power peaks. In this concern, a set of performance indicators is defined to evaluate, quantify, and compare the grid power profile achieved by an EMS strategy. Lower performance indicator values mean an improved energy management strategy. The performance indicators have been defined in [32,49,47,42] and are recalled below for the complete understanding of the paper.

**1. Positive and negative grid power peaks:**

$$P_{G,\text{MAX}} = \max (P_{GRID}),$$  

$$P_{G,\text{MIN}} = \min (P_{GRID}),$$

where $P_{G,\text{MAX}}$ and $P_{G,\text{MIN}}$ are the maximum power delivered by the grid and the maximum power fed into the grid in one year, respectively.
(2) Maximum Power Derivative (MPD) is the maximum grid power profile ramp-rate (i.e., the slope in two consecutive samples, being the sampling period $T_s = 900 \text{ s}$) in the year under study. The MPD indicator is expressed in W/h and it is determined as follows:

$$\text{MPD} = \max \left( \left| \overline{P_{\text{GRID}}} \right| \right),$$

where $P_{\text{GRID}}$ is the grid power profile ramp-rate.

(3) Average Power Derivative (APD) is the annual average value, expressed in W/h, of the absolute value of the grid power profile ramp-rates. The APD indicator is expressed as follows:

$$\text{APD} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left| \overline{P_{\text{GRID}}} (n) \right|,$$

being $N$ the number of samples in one year.

(4) Power Profile Variability (PPV) measures the grid power profile steadiness. It is calculated as follows:

$$\text{PPV} = \frac{\sqrt{\sum_{f_i \leq f \leq f_f} P_{\text{GRID},f}^2}}{P_{\text{DC}}},$$

where $P_{\text{GRID},f}$ is grid power harmonic at $f$ frequency, $f_i$ and $f_f$ are the initial and final frequencies, respectively, and $P_{\text{DC}}$ is the yearly power average value. In addition, this indicator only evaluates frequencies above $f_i = 1.65 \times 10^{-6} \text{ Hz}$ (i.e., one week or less variation periods), since the energy management strategy seeks to compensate daily variations. Furthermore, the maximum frequency used to calculate $\text{PPV}$ is half of the sampling frequency $f_f = 5.55 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Hz}$ (i.e., Nyquist frequency) [47,42].

3. FLC strategy

3.1. Control block-diagram

The proposed FLC energy management strategy (EMS-FC) extends the fuzzy EMS-ERoC strategy presented in [49,47] used to smooth the grid power profile of a residential grid-connected MG. The new design is inspired in [42] trying to improve its features and includes the MG power forecasting to predict the future MG behavior, so that, the power forecast error is used by the FLC to modify the grid power according to the battery SOC [48]. Conversely to previous design [47], the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy uses a Central Moving Average (CMA) filter [54] to compute the MG net power average considering the MG net power of previous 12-hours and the forecast of the MG net power for the next 12-hours.

The proposed fuzzy EMS-FC block diagram is shown in Fig. 2 and includes the following blocks [48]: a CMA filter block used to compute the MG net power average, $P_{\text{CTR}}$; a 3-hours filter block used to reduce the high variability associated with the forecast error and to compute the average forecast error of the previous 3-hours, $P_{E}^{3H}$; a LPF block used to compute the battery SOC average of the previous 24-hours, $SOCAVG$; a battery block used to estimate the battery SOC according to the battery SOC estimator; and, a FLC block used to improve the grid power profile according to the battery SOC and the MG forecast error of the previous 3-hours. Forecast procedure and battery SOC estimator principle are given in Appendix A and B, respectively.
From Fig. 2, the grid power profile of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy is defined as the sum of three components [48], as follows:

\[
P_{\text{GRID}}(n) = P_{\text{CTR}}(n) + P_{\text{SOC}}(n) + P_{\text{FLC}}(n),
\]

where \(P_{\text{CTR}}\) is the CMA filter output, \(P_{\text{SOC}}\) is the battery control loop output, and \(P_{\text{FLC}}\) is the FLC output. Each component presented in (10) plays a particular role in the proposed energy management strategy as is described below.

The first component, \(P_{\text{CTR}}\), is computed by means of a 24-hours CMA filter [54], which uses the MG net power of the previous 12-hours and the MG net power forecast for the next 12-hours to estimate the MG net power average [48]. Note that the use of the MG forecast of the following 12-hours allows the energy management strategy to work with the CMA filter instead of the SMA filter, which eliminates the lag introduced by filter action. In this regard, \(P_{\text{CTR}}\) is computed as follows:

\[
P_{\text{CTR}}(n) = \left[ P_{\text{LG}}^{12H}(n) + P_{\text{LG,FC}}^{12H}(n) \right]/2,
\]

\[
P_{\text{LG}}^{12H}(n) = \frac{1}{M_{12}} \sum_{k=1}^{M_{12}} P_{\text{LG}}(n-k),
\]

\[
P_{\text{LG,FC}}^{12H}(n) = \frac{1}{M_{12}} \sum_{k=1}^{M_{12}} P_{\text{LG,FC}}(n+k),
\]

where \(P_{\text{LG}}^{12H}\) is the MG net power average value of the previous 12-hours, \(P_{\text{LG,FC}}^{12H}\) is the MG net power forecast average value for the next 12-hours, \(M_{12}\) is the number of samples in 12-hours, and \(P_{\text{LG,FC}}\) is the MG net power forecast.

The second component, \(P_{\text{SOC}}\), is used to keep the battery SOC center close to the 75% of the rated battery capacity [42,48]. This component is proportional to the error between the battery SOC reference value and the battery SOC average value of the previous 24-hours. \(P_{\text{SOC}}\) is expressed as follows:

\[
P_{SOC}(n) = k_e \left[ SOC_{REF} - SOC_{AVG}(n) \right],
\]
where \(SOC_{REF}\) is the battery SOC reference value (i.e., \(SOC_{REF} = 75\%\) in this study), \(SOC_{AVG}\) is the battery SOC average value of the previous 24-hours, \(k_e\) is the proportional gain constant, which is set to 0.05 kW/% in order to obtain a high enough phase margin in the battery SOC control loop [42].

Finally the third component, \(P_{FLC}\), is used to improve the grid power profile according to the battery SOC and the MG power forecast error of the previous 3-hours [48]. This block is responsible for correcting the forecast error if needed, that is, it controls the grid power profile depending on whether the forecast error can be compensated by the ESS according to the battery SOC. This component is computed by a two-input, one-output, and 25 rules FLC that assumes a Mamdani-based inference and Center of Gravity defuzzification [37]. The FLC inputs are the current battery SOC and the power forecast error of the previous 3-hours \(P_{E}^{3H}\), which is calculated as follows:

\[
P_{E}^{3H}(n) = \frac{1}{M_3} \sum_{k=1}^{M_3} P_{E}(n-k),
\]
where \(M_3\) is the number of samples in the last 3-hours and \(P_{E}\) is the MG power forecast error, which is defined as the difference between the measured MG net power, \(P_{LG}\), and its expected value, \(P_{LG,FC}\), as follows:

\[
P_{E}(n) = P_{LG}(n) - P_{LG,FC}(n).
\]

3.2. FLC design

The design FLC methodology follows the works presented by the authors in [46-47]. Regarding the FLC design, the adjustment of fuzzy parameters (e.g., Membership Functions number, type, mapping, and rule-base) is performed by an off-line adjustment procedure presented in [46] with the purpose of minimizing the magnitude of the performance indicators defined in Section 2.2. This adjustment makes use of real data of renewable power generation and load power demand, shown in Fig. 3. These data have been obtained by measuring along one year the output power of both RES and the load consumption in the MG installed at UPNa (Pamplona, Spain: 42°49’06”N 1°38’39”O), where the data acquisition was carried out by means of power analyzers recording data every 15 minutes (i.e., a sampling period of \(T_s = 900\) s). It can be pointed out that this one year measurement time used to the FLC training and final design mostly assures all the possible scenarios of RES production and load consumption for this type of residential systems. Moreover, these real data will be also used for performance comparison purposes in the next section.

![Fig. 3. Renewable power generation and load power demand measured at UPNA microgrid from July 2013 to July 2014](a) photovoltaic power, (b) wind turbine power, and (c) load demand power.)
As a result, five triangular Membership Functions (MF) are defined for each input variable as shown in Fig. 4 [48]. These MFs correspond to five fuzzy subsets noted as NB, NS, ZE, PS and PB where B stands for “Big”, S for “Small”, N for “Negative”, P for “Positive” and ZE for “Zero”. In addition, the MFs are distributed along the variation range of each input. The input SOC variation range has to satisfy the battery constraints defined in Appendix 1, whereas the input \( P_E^{3\text{H}} \) variation range is defined as follows:

\[
-P_e \leq P_E^{3\text{H}}(n) \leq +P_e,
\]

where \( P_e \) is the maximum power forecast error allowable in the MG. The case under study assumes a maximum power forecast error of 6 kW.
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P_e \leq P_{FLC}(n) \leq P_p,
\]


1
where $P_N$ and $P_P$ are the minimum and maximum power assigned to the controller output, respectively. From the adjustment procedure the variation range of the FLC output is set between $P_N = -0.3$ kW and $P_P = 0.45$ kW [48].

Finally, the FLC rule-base is built considering the linguistic knowledge about the MG behavior. The rule-base presented in [48] is subjected to the adjustment procedure described in [46] to obtain a set of rules which concurrently minimizes the magnitude of the performance indicators defined in Section 2.2 and improves the grid power profile quality. After this procedure, the optimized fuzzy rule-base consists of 25-rules as presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Optimized FLC rule-base (inputs SOC(n), and $P_E$, output $P_{FLC}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{FLC}(n)$</th>
<th>$P_{E}^{3H}(n)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, the first rule is formulated as: “IF the forecast error in the MG is Negative Big [i.e., the MG net power forecast is far greater than the measured value, $P_{E}^{3H}(n) << 0$] AND the energy stored in the battery is Negative Big [i.e., the battery is highly discharged, $SOC(n) << SOC_{REF}$] THEN strongly increase the grid power (i.e., Positive Big) in order to charge the storage system [i.e. $P_{FLC}(n) >> 0$].”

4. Simulation results and comparison

The simulation of the proposed EMS-FC strategy is performed using the historical data recorded from July 2013 to July 2014. In addition, the simulation results are compared with two previous strategies described in the literature [47,42]. The first one [47], hereinafter referred to as EMS #1, is based on FLC approach without considering power forecast, whereas the second one [42], hereinafter referred to as EMS #2, is not based on a FLC and considers both generation and demand forecasts.

Fig. 6 shows the grid power profile comparison for the three EMS strategies. As it can be seen, although the results achieved through the EMS #1 and EMS #2 strategies are fairly acceptable, the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy reduces the number and value of the negative power peaks in the grid power profile achieving a maximum power fed into the grid of $P_{G,MIN} = -1.487$ kW. Note that a negative sign of the grid power profile indicates a power absorbed by the mains. In addition, the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy leads a reduction of the grid power fluctuations and power peaks, as shown in Fig. 6 (red dashed circles), the grid power peaks are reduced with respect to EMS #1 and EMS #2 strategies.
Moreover, Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) illustrate the battery SOC evolution and the SOC daily average profile, respectively, reached by the analyzed EMSs strategies during the year under study. The three strategies follow the same evolution pattern as shown in Fig. 7(a). However, the battery SOC evolution of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy is close centered to the 75% of the rated battery capacity (red solid line). This improvement can be further appreciated when analyzing the SOC daily average profile presented in Fig. 7(b) or when analyzing several consecutive days as shown in Fig. 10. The proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy achieves an average battery SOC of 73.85% in the year under study.

![Fig. 6. Grid power profile comparison in the year under study. EMS #1 (top), EMS #2 (center), and proposed EMS-FC (bottom). Red dashed circles: negative fluctuations removed by the proposed EMS-FC.](image)

![Fig. 7. Simulation results during the year under study (a) battery SOC and (b) daily average SOC. EMS #1 (top), EMS #2 (center), and the proposed EMS-FC (bottom).](image)
The improved behavior of the battery SOC evolution can also be evidenced in Fig. 8, which shows the histogram of the battery SOC. It can be seen that during 44.28% of the year under study, the battery SOC achieved by the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy is maintained in a range between 70%-80% of the rated battery capacity. In contrast to the EMS #1 strategy, the battery SOC is kept in this range during 37.04% of the year. In addition, the comparison with the EMS #2 strategy shows a slight increase of 1.09 % in the time period where the battery SOC is kept in this range, which leads to the ESS to be further prepared to compensate the fluctuations that may exist in the MG.

Fig. 8. Histogram (in %) of the battery SOC ranges established for the EMS #1, EMS #2, and the proposed EMS-FC strategy.

In addition, the controller ability to anticipate future events given the use of the forecast power is evidenced in Fig. 9, which compares the features between the EMS #1 strategy and the proposed EMS-FC strategy along four consecutive days of the year under study.

Fig. 9. Grid power profile and battery SOC comparison between the EMS #1 and the proposed EMS-FC strategy.

As it can be seen at points A and C in Fig. 9, an increase in power generation is predicted for the next day in the MG (i.e., negative $P_{LG}$ profile on 17/04/2014 and 19/04/2017 close to 14:00, black dot line). Hence, the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy decreases the grid power (blue solid line), which permits the battery discharge (green solid line) in order to prepare the ESS to absorb the future power generation. Conversely, the EMS #1 where power forecast is not included, the grid power (red dashed line) is kept constant and rapidly falls as the power generation increases (i.e., negative $P_{LG}$ profile), which leads to both the battery charge over 90% of the rated battery capacity (brown dashed line) and a negative power peak in the grid power profile, as it can be seen at points B and D in Fig. 9.

Furthermore, Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) compare the grid power profile and the battery SOC evolution achieved by the analyzed EMSs strategies during two different periods of three consecutive days. The
results highlight the advantages of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy with respect previous strategies [47,42]. The resulting grid power profile of the proposed EMS-FC strategy (blue solid line) shows minimum fluctuations and minimizes the positive and negative peaks with respect to the EMS#1 (light blue dash-dot line) and EMS #2 (red dashed line) strategies. Moreover, in Fig. 10 (bottom) evidences that the battery SOC reached by the proposed EMS-FC oscillates closer to the 75% of the battery rated capacity.

Additionally, the enhanced behavior of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC is verified by computing the performance indicators described in Section 2.2. The results are summarized in Table 2. Note that for comparison purposes the values of the performance indicators obtained for the case of a microgrid without an EMS (i.e., $P_{GRID} = P_{LG}$) and a microgrid that uses the SMA strategy are presented in Table 2.

### Table 2
Performance indicators comparison for the EMS #1, EMS #2, and the proposed EMS-FC strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Management Strategy</th>
<th>$P_{GMAX}$ (kW)</th>
<th>$P_{GMIN}$ (kW)</th>
<th>MPD (W/h)</th>
<th>APD (W/h)</th>
<th>PPV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MG net power</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>-6.45</td>
<td>18468</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA strategy</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>-2.40</td>
<td>12839</td>
<td>44.42</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS #1 [47]</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>-2.04</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>56.15</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS #2 [42]</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>52.65</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed EMS-FC</td>
<td><strong>1.89</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.48</strong></td>
<td>480</td>
<td><strong>51.79</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.76</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed EMS-FC strategy achieves an important reduction in the magnitude of the defined performance indicators with respect to previous strategies [47,42]. In short with respect to EMS #1 strategy, the maximum power fed into the grid $P_{GMIN}$, MPD, APD, and PPV indicators have been reduced in 27.4%, 41.2%, 7.8%, and 1.1%, respectively. Note that given the widespread reduction of $P_{GMIN}$ and MPD indicators, the slight increase of the maximum power delivered by the grid $P_{GMAX}$ can be considered negligible (i.e., an increment of only 70 W in the maximum grid power peak for the year under study). In addition, with respect to EMS #2 strategy, $P_{GMAX}$, $P_{GMIN}$, MPD, APD, and PPV indicators have been reduced in 0.52%, 5.13%, 22.5%, 1.6%, and 7.4%, respectively, which confirms the low variability of the grid power profile achieved with the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC.

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the grid power ramp-rates along the year under study achieved by the analyzed EMSs strategies. As it can be seen in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b), the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy...
reduces the ramp-rates with respect to EMS #1 and EMS #2 strategies. This result confirms the reduction of MPD indicator reaching a maximum value of 480.5 W/h in the year under study, as shown in Fig. 11(c). Note that the grid power ramp-rates reduction leads to a better quality in the power profile exchanged with the grid.

Fig. 11. Grid power ramp-rate comparison between (a) the EMS #1 (red) and the proposed Fuzzy EMS-FC (blue); and, (b) the EMS #2 (red) and the proposed Fuzzy EMS-FC (blue). (c) Grid power ramp-rates for the proposed Fuzzy EMS-FC.

5. Experimental validation

The experimental validation of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy is performed in the real MG installed at UPNa [32,47,42]. The microgrid is shown in Fig. 12 and includes a renewable generation system, a programmable load, a storage system, a power converter, a weather station and, a supervisory and control station.
6.1. UPNa microgrid components

The microgrid components have been described in [47] and are recalled as follows:

The HRES consists of a PV and WT generators. The PV generator has a rated power of 4080 W. It is composed of 48 BP585 solar panels [55] connected in four strings of 12 panels each, which are mounted south-facing with a tilt angle of 30°. The WT generator consists of a small WT Bornay INCLIN6000 [56] with a rated power of 6 kW installed at 20m height over the ground next to the UPNa Renewable Energy Laboratory.

The programmable load consists of an AMREL PLA7.5K-600-400 electronic load, which is responsible for physically emulating the MG load power profile.

The battery ESS includes 120 FIAMM SMG300 stationary lead-acid cells connected in series. Each cell has a rated voltage of 2 V and a C10 capacity of 300 Ah resulting in a total capacity of 72 kWh.

The UPNa microgrid uses a modified INGECO® HYBRID INVERTER, which comprises a WT power converter; a battery charger and PV power converter; and, an inverter module.

The microgrid weather station comprises: an irradiance calibrated cell, three anemometers distributed at the WT and PV generators, and four Pt-100 temperature sensors located at PV panel, battery, battery room, and outdoor.

Finally, the supervisory and control station includes National Instruments PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (NI-PXI), power analyzers, and a general purpose PC. The NI-PXI uses four modules (i.e., NI PXI-8102 Embedded Controller, NI PXI-8433/4 Serial Interface, NI PXI-8231 Gigabit Ethernet Interface, and NI PXI-6238 Analog I/O data acquisition board) to acquire data from the power analyzers of each element belonging to the MG and to control them in real-time (i.e. sampling time of 1 sec.). The general purpose PC is used as the microgrid user interface, to check and update the data provided by Meteogalicia THREDDS Server [57], and to display the historic data of acquired variables by the NI-PXI.
6.2. Experimental results and analysis

The proposed fuzzy EMS-FC is programmed and compiled through LabVIEW platform, and subsequently is sent to the NI-PXI where the energy management strategy runs in real-time (i.e., the data acquisition time of each variable is set to one second). The proposed strategy is experimentally tested from Sep. 1st to Oct. 25th, 2015. The experimental results for different months are shown from Fig. 13 to Fig. 16.

Fig. 13 illustrates the measured and forecasted data from Sep. 8th to Sep. 14th, 2015 obtained at UPNa microgrid. For the case of the PV generator, the first days an acceptable forecast power is achieved, although, as shown in Fig. 13(a), high forecast error is noticeable the last day. For the WT generator, the forecast error is higher than the one obtained for the PV generator, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Conversely, the load forecast power achieved through the persistence forecast model is quite good with a low forecast error as shown in Fig. 13(c). Given the characteristics of generation and demand forecasts, the MG net power forecast is quite similar to the measured value, except to Sep. 13th which presents a higher forecast error as shown in Fig. 13(d). Here is when the proposed EMS acts to minimize the negative effects on the battery SOC caused by the unavoidable forecast errors. As shown in Fig. 14 (e.g., Sep. 13th), the grid power increases (red solid line) to help the ESS ($P_{bat}$ mustard-colored dashed line) for supplying the required load power (black dot line).

Fig. 13. Forecasted and measured data obtained at UPNa MG from Sep. 08th-14th, 2015 (a) PV power, (b) WT power, (c) load power demand, and (d) MG net power.
Similarly, Fig. 15 illustrates the forecasted and measured data acquired from Oct. 10th to Oct. 25th, 2015 at UPNa microgrid. As it can be seen, the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC shows the same improved behavior than the one presented in September. In short, despite the forecast error of the PV and WT generators, shown in Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b), respectively, and the load, Fig. 15(c), the proposed strategy smooths the grid power exchanged with the grid, as shown in Fig. 15(d).
Finally, Fig. 16 shows the grid power profile (red solid line), the battery SOC (green solid line), and the battery power (mustard-colored dashed line) achieved by the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy. As it can be seen, the MG net power fluctuations (black dot line) are minimized while the battery SOC is kept between secure limits as expected from simulation results.

Fig. 16. Experimental results from Oct. 10th to Oct. 25th, 2015 achieved by the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy.

6. Conclusions

A low-complexity FLC-based EMS design has been presented for grid-connected residential systems including RES and a battery bank ESS where only the battery charger/grid-connected inverter is controllable. The design has been oriented to concurrently achieve a grid power profile smoothing and a controlled SOC excursion of the ESS between secure limits satisfying the load demand at any time. This approach has been followed since it can meet grid operator requirements to allow the penetration of RES in grid-connected systems and therefore to reduce the energy demand coming from the grid.
The EMS design has been based on splitting the grid power profile as the sum of three components. The first component is computed by means of a CMA filter to fix a low-frequency grid power profile whereas the second one has been used to keep the battery SOC close to the 75% of its rated capacity. The third component is computed by a low complexity FLC of only 25 rules using generation and demand forecasting to reduce the negative impact of the forecast error on the grid power profile. Simulation results with previous approaches seeking the same objective have revealed the improvements reached by the proposed approach, particularly in terms of the maximum grid power derivative. Finally, the experimental validation results of the proposed fuzzy EMS-FC strategy carried out in a real residential microgrid implemented at UPNa has confirmed the robustness and the effectiveness of the fuzzy EMS-FC design.
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Appendix A. MG power forecasting

Renewable generation forecast: $P_{GEN,FC}(n)$

The power generation forecast is estimated by Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) [58,59] using the data provided by Meteogalicia THREDDS Server [57], which comprise a set of weather data (e.g., ambient temperature, wind speed at 10 meters of height above the ground, horizontal irradiance, atmospheric pressure) acquired through the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model for the Iberian Peninsula. This model is updated every 12-hours with three days prediction horizon [48]. The power generation forecast, $P_{GEN,FC}$, is expressed as follows:

$$P_{GEN,FC}(n) = P_{PV,FC}(n) + P_{WT,FC}(n), \quad (A.1)$$

where $P_{PV,FC}$ and $P_{WT,FC}$ are the PV and WT power forecast, respectively, which are evaluated according to the following models:

Photovoltaic model

The PV module power output depends on different factors (e.g., material, temperature, incident irradiance…), and can be expressed as follows [48,60,61]:

$$P_{PV} = P_{STC} \frac{G(\beta, \alpha)}{G_{STC}} [1 + \gamma(T_c - T_{STC})], \quad (A.2)$$

where $P_{STC}$ is the PV module output power (W) under Standard Test Conditions (STC), $G(\beta, \alpha)$ is the incident irradiance on the plane of the panels (W/m²), $G_{STC}$ is incident irradiance under STC (W/m²), $\gamma$ is the power temperature coefficient, $T_{STC}$ is the temperature under STC (°C), and $T_c$ is the cell temperature (ºC), which can be expressed as follows [48,61]:

$$T_c = (T_a - 273) + \frac{G(\beta, \alpha)}{800} \cdot (NOCT - 20), \quad (A.3)$$

where $T_a$ is the ambient temperature (K) and $NOCT$ is the Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (ºC).

Note that $P_{STC}$, $\gamma$, and $NOCT$ values are provided by the PV panel manufacturer [55]. Conversely, the solar irradiance on a tilted plane, $G(\beta, \alpha)$, is estimated by means of the procedure described in [62] using the solar irradiance on a horizontal plane, $G_0$, which is provided by the local observatories.
Wind turbine model

The wind turbine power can be estimated as follows [48,63,64]:

$$P_{WT} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \rho \cdot A \cdot C_p \cdot v_{(Z)}^3,$$

(A.4)

where $P_{WT}$ is the WT output power, $\rho$ is the air density (kg/m$^3$), $v_{(Z)}$ is the wind speed at the wind turbine hub-height (m/s), $A$ is the rotor swept area (m$^2$), and $C_p$ is the WT power coefficient. Note that $A$ and $C_p$ values are provided by the WT manufacturer [56]. In contrast, the air density should be estimated, since environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, atmospheric pressure…) can affect it. The air density is estimated as follows [48,65]:

$$\rho = \frac{M \cdot p}{T_s \cdot R},$$

(A.5)

where $M$ is the air molar mass in kg/mol, $p$ is the atmospheric pressure (N/m$^2$), and $R$ is the universal gas constant [J/(K∙mol)].

Moreover, the local observatories usually measure the wind speed at 10 meters above the ground. Consequently, the WT power estimation requires the extrapolation of the wind speed provided by the local observatories to the wind speed at the WT hub-height. This extrapolation is computed as follows [48,65,66]:

$$v_{(Z)} = v_{(Z_{REF})} \cdot \frac{\ln(Z/Z_0)}{\ln(Z_{REF}/Z_0)},$$

(A.6)

where $v_{(Z_{REF})}$ is the wind speed at $Z_{REF}$ height, $Z_{REF}$ is the height of the measured data, $Z$ is the turbine hub-height, and $Z_0$ is the terrain roughness index.

Load forecast: $P_{LOAD,FC} (n)$

Conversely, the future load demand is estimated through the persistence forecast model assuming that the daily consumption is similar from one day to the next one. The persistence model uses the past data as the forecast for the next time period [50,67]. Thus, the load profile for the next day will be the same as the previous day, as follows:

$$P_{LOAD,FC}(n + M_{24}) = P_{LOAD}(n),$$

(A.7)

being $P_{LOAD,FC}$ the load demand forecast and $M_{24}$ the number of samples in the previous 24-hours. Note that the difference in load power demand between weekdays, weekends, and holidays is not considered in this study.

Net power forecast: $P_{LG,FC} (n)$

Finally, according to (2) the MG net power forecast, $P_{LG,FC}$, is computed as follows:

$$P_{LG,FC}(n) = P_{LOAD,FC}(n) - P_{GEN,FC}(n).$$

(A.8)

Appendix B. Battery SOC estimator

The battery SOC gives the estimation, in percentage, of the amount of energy stored in the ESS related to its rated capacity. The current battery SOC can be estimated as follows [51,49,47,48,68]:

$$\text{SOC} = \text{SOC}_{t-1} + \text{deltaSOC},$$

where $\text{SOC}$ is the battery SOC, $\text{SOC}_{t-1}$ is the battery SOC at the previous time step, and $\text{deltaSOC}$ is the change in battery SOC.
where the indices \( n \) and \((n-1)\) represent the current and previous samples, respectively; and, \( \Delta SOC \) is the battery SOC variation, in percentage, during the sampling period \( T_s \). In addition, \( \Delta SOC \) can be estimated using the general definition of the energy evolution \( \Delta E_i \) of a power variable \( P_i \) along a time period \( \Delta T \).

Therefore, assuming equal integration and sampling periods (i.e. \( \Delta T = T_s \)), the percentage of the battery SOC variation for sampled variables, \( \Delta SOC(n) \), can be expressed as follows [49,47,48]:

\[
\Delta E_i(t) = \int_{t-i}^{t} P_i(\tau) d\tau,
\]

\[
\Delta SOC(n) = \frac{100}{C_{BAT}} \cdot \int_{t-(n-1)T_s}^{t} \eta \cdot P_{BAT}(\tau) d\tau = \frac{100}{C_{BAT}} \cdot \eta \cdot P_{BAT}(n-1) \cdot T_s,
\]

where \( C_{BAT} \) is the battery rated capacity, and \( \eta \) is the battery efficiency, which considers different efficiencies for battery charging and discharging processes, namely:

\[
\eta = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\eta_D}, & \forall P_{BAT} > 0 \\
\eta_C, & \forall P_{BAT} < 0
\end{cases}
\]

being \( \eta_D \) and \( \eta_C \) the battery discharge and charge efficiencies, respectively.

In addition, with the aim of preserving the battery lifetime, the available battery capacity should be kept within secure limits at any time. Therefore, a maximum Depth of Discharge (DOD) of 50% is considered in this study [69]. The battery constraints are expressed as follows [49,47,48]:

\[
SOC_{\text{MIN}} \leq SOC(n) \leq SOC_{\text{MAX}}, \quad (B.5)
\]

\[
SOC_{\text{MIN}} = (1 - \text{DOD}) \cdot SOC_{\text{MAX}}, \quad (B.6)
\]

where \( SOC_{\text{MIN}} \) and \( SOC_{\text{MAX}} \) are the minimum and maximum battery SOC limits, respectively. Note that in order to avoid discharging/overcharging the battery out of the secure limits, the energy management strategy should cut-off the power delivered/absorbed by the battery. In those cases \( P_{BAT} = 0 \), or equivalently according to (1), \( P_{GRID} = P_{LG} \), which means that all power fluctuations will be handled by the grid [47].
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